
Current Events 2005 Semester 1 final exam test review sheet.
1) Blog facts: Remember these for the test!
Iguchi plays for the White Sox.
The skin of ‘manjyu’ is made from flour.
Nami Oura calls ‘shari’ ‘vinegared rice’ in English.
Udon in Kansai has weaker seasoning.
They make detergent with green tea.
You can eat ‘umeboshi’ even after it is 100 years old.
Chibi Maruko’s grandfathers name is Tomozo.
Kobukuro's 'a yell' was released in 2001.
People use tea leaves to clean tatamis.
Takoyaki was first made in Osaka in 1935.
Tempura comes from Portugal.
Yuto Namakawa says Tsu-ka will get big in the future.
Japanese tennis players have been doing poorly on the world circuit.
Akira Toriyama created ‘Dragon Ball’.
Green tea has catechin in it, which is healthy.
Chikamatsu Monzaemon wrote Sonezaki Shinjyu.
45 kilometers of natural seashore were lost on the Seto inland sea between 1978 and
1993 because of new buildings.
Ken Watanabe went to high school in Niigata.
Mawashi is ‘loin cloth’ in English.
The money for a ‘danjiri’ comes from donations.

Read it again! Listen to it!

Get an image of the text in your mind!

Make sure all the quizzes are finished!

2) Child labor text: Do you understand it well? Can you answer questions about it? Could you translate a
sentence from it into Japanese if asked to? Can you understand it if you hear it read by me?

3) Child labor essay: Have you made a good text? Does it have information in it? Does it answer the
question: How are developed countries ( or a global economy ) responsible? Can you write it again on the
test day?

4) Quizlab: Have you finished all the quizzes? (even from the beginning of the year.) If not, do you know
what to look at for each quiz?



 5) Key words from the text on Child Labor  
Can you understand the definitions of the words in English?

Globalization
child labor
typical
'sweatshops'
outsourcing
factory
be fined
union
pay,
prostitution
to move
demonstrations
public opinion
reputation
advertise
the people tree
a fair trade company
selling point
awareness
march


